Missouri Positive Identification Requirements
for the HSE Examination
Updated 5/30/2019

SECTION ONE: Local testing centers are responsible for the positive identification of examinees. For admittance to the test center on the day of testing, each examinee is required to provide the on-site test examiner with one CURRENT (unexpired) form of photo identification:

1. A PERMANENT Missouri License
   - Driver, Nondriver, Intermediate, Commercial or Instruction (learners) permit
2. A TEMPORARY Missouri License
   - Driver, Nondriver, Intermediate, Commercial or Instruction (learners) permit
3. U.S. passport and MO address in the HSE or ETS system as proof of residency
4. U.S. passport card and MO address in the HSE or ETS system as proof of residency
5. U.S. Military Identification and MO address in the HSE or ETS system as proof of residency

SECTION TWO: Students who are taking the HSE examination as part of the Missouri Option Program, or in any State, County or Municipal Institution can use any of the above pieces of identification, or one of the following:

1. School issued identification card or badge (student ID) that shows all of the following: name, address, date of birth, signature, and photograph and eligibility in the HSE or ETS online system as proof of residency.
2. If the school issued student ID just shows some, but not all of the required information above or the school does not provide a student ID, the student ID may be substituted with all the required information below on school letterhead, signed by the Missouri Option teacher or other school personnel, confirming the validity of the student information:
   a. A photograph of the student
   b. The student’s name
   c. The student’s signature
   d. The student’s residential address
   e. The student’s date of birth

Questions regarding these requirements should be addressed to the HSE office: 573-751-3504
HiSET® Test-Taker ID Attestation

Big Timber, Missouri Option Program

Name: David Nygn
Date of Birth: 10/20/2001
Address: 110 W. Main St.
Big Timber, MO 65012

Test-Taker Signature: ______________________________________________________

As the Big Timber, Missouri Option Program Director, I confirm the validity of the test-taker information provided above.

Authorized Missouri Option Representative: ________________________________

Date: ________________________________

Note: This identification document is valid for the current school year only.